Elevator Wall Protection Pads

Protect your expensive freight and passenger elevator interiors with our high-quality, attractive and economically priced elevator wall pads. These industrial-strength Naugahyde pads are extra-thick and absorb virtually all of the physical abuse to the cab's wall during moves, from cart traffic and during renovations.

With lockstitch, 1" zigzag quilting and every stitch being knotted, the pads are built to last. Naugahyde provides for extra protection, scratch resistance, unvarying appearance and easy cleaning.

The pads are held in place with Elevator Wall Pad Pins and Heavy-Duty Grommets. Perimeters and cut-outs are strengthened with additional material and sewn throughout with heavy-duty nylon thread, ensuring their longevity.

We can help with the replacement of existing elevator cab wall pads or start from scratch where no previous pads exist.

We also have the largest selection of hooks, studs and other accessories available.

We custom cut to fit your elevator cab. If you purchase your elevator pads from us, we keep the manufacturing specifications on record so that if you ever need to replace the pads in the future all you need to do is contact us and we will duplicate the original order and ship it directly to you.

All pads are fire-resistant and in accordance with ASME A17.1 Rule 2.14.2 for passenger car enclosures and all pertinent US and Canadian standards and codes including: ATSM E 84, MVSS302, UND Lab Standard UL 94, Can3-B44-Rule 3.6.2 and NFPA 701.

Item No: Wall Pad
Standard Colors

Black                      Slate Grey                 Light Grey                    Nutmeg                        Tan
Burgundy                  Light Blue                 Royal Blue               Forest Green

Canvas

Charcoal                       Brown                    Light Grey                  Light Blue

Heavy-Duty

Heavy-Duty Grey              Heavy-Duty Tan              Heavy-Duty Light Blue                 Heavy-Duty Royal Blue